

Chapter 16 Final Exam Review- Darwin’s Theory of Evolution
Match the term with its definition.
Term
	  1.  evolution
	  2.  fossil
	  3.  fitness
	  4.  adaptation
	  5.  natural selection
	  6.  homologous structures       
	  7.  vestigial structures
 Definition
A. Change over time
B. Inherited characteristic that increases an organism’s chance of survival
C. Preserved remains of an ancient organism
D. The process by which organisms with variations most suited to their environment survive and leave more offspring than others
E. Small structures with little or no function
F. Structures that develop from the same embryonic tissues but have different mature forms
G. Ability of an individual to survive and reproduce in a specific environment

Write a definition for the vocabulary term.
8. biogeography
	
	
9. artificial selection
	
	
10. analogous structures
	
	
11. Does the illustration below show analogous or homologous structures? Explain.
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Complete each statement by writing the correct word or words.
Word Bank- evolving, South America, Africa, North America, Asia, thousand years old, 
1. Darwin spent most of his time exploring the continent of 	; he did not visit 	, 	 , or 	.
2. During Darwin’s time, geologists were suggesting that Earth was a 	.
3. Darwin’s work offers insight into the living world by showing organisms are constantly_________________.

Complete the graphic organizer by listing three ways that species vary. For each pattern of biodiversity, list an example that Darwin observed.
Species




vary








an example of which is	an example of which is	an example of which is







An Ancient, Changing Earth
1. In what two ways did an understanding of geology influence Darwin?
	
	
	

Artificial Selection
15. How do humans affect artificial selection? What role does nature play?
	
	
	
16. What is another name for artificial selection?
	


17. Describe how you could use artificial selection to breed pigeons with large beaks.
	
	
18. Complete the table about scientists who contributed to the development of the theory of evolution.

Scientists Who Contributed to Darwin’s Theory of Evolution
Scientist
Contribution to Darwin’s Theory
James Hutton

Charles Lyell

Jean-Baptiste Lamarck

Thomas Malthus




Evolution by Natural Selection
1. What does the phrase struggle for existence mean?
	
	
2. Why is camouflage considered an adaptation?
	
	

3. How does an animal’s level of fitness relate to its chances of survival and reproduction?
	
	


Write True if the statement is true. If the statement is false, change the underlined word or words to make the statement true.
	 4.  Natural selection acts on acquired traits.
	 5.  Any inherited characteristic that increases an organism’s chance of survival is considered an adaptation.
	 6.  Natural selection is the ability of an individual to survive and reproduce in its specific environment.
Common Descent
Complete each statement by writing the correct word or words.
Word Bank- descended, fossil record, common ancestors, decent with modification, reproduce

 8. Natural selection depends on the ability of organisms to 	, which means   
      to leave descendants.

9. Every organism alive today______________ 	 from ancestors who survived and reproduced.

10. Common descent suggests that all species, living and extinct, come from ____________________.
11. The principle that living species descend, with changes, from other species over time is referred to as 	.
12. The 	 provides physical evidence of descent with modification over long periods of time.


Match the structure with the correct type. 
A. homologus             b. analogus              C. vestigal

Anatomical Structure
	  10. bat wing and mouse arm                                                    
	    11. reptile foot and bird foot                                                       
	  12. dolphin fin and fish tail
	  13. eyes on a blind cave fish
	  14. snake tongue and dog nose









Use the illustrated homologous structures to answer Questions 15–17.
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15. How are the forelimbs similar?
	
	
16. How are the forelimbs different?
	
	
	
17. How are homologous structures such as forelimbs evidence for common descent?
	
	
	

Genetics and Molecular Biology
Complete each statement by writing the correct word or words.
Word Bank- genetics, DNA, cellular respiration, descendants, RNA, homologus, make proteins

19. The science of 	 provides molecular evidence that supports evolutionary theory.
20. All living cells use 	 and 	 to code heritable information.
21. The universal genetic code is used by almost all organisms to 	.

22. Proteins that are 	 share extensive structural and chemical similarities.
23. Cytochrome c is a protein used for 	 in almost every living cell.
24. Relatively minor changes in an organism’s genome can produce major changes in an organism’s 	.

 

